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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF STUDY AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
Among subjects taught in public schools, few have
aroused more controversey than the teaching of reading.
Success in reading is considered fundamental to success in
other subject areas, but there is sometimes little agreement
as to the most effective method of teaching reading.

The

individual teacher is often called upon to resolve these
differences or give opinions at informal gatherings or
public meetings.
11

It is the writer's belief that all

teachers of reading 11 should be informed about the advan-

tages and disadvantages of present approaches to the teaching
of reading and what is being done in the field of research.
I.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Because of the writer's desire to learn more about
the individualized reading approach and the textfilm
approach, these two areas have been chosen for specific
investigation and elaboration.

It was the purpose of this

study (l) to discover what opinions certain authorities
hold regarding the various approaches to reading, (2) to
investigate some recent specific experiments in the teaching
of reading, and (3) to make some generalizations concerning
the various broad approaches to reading and the specific
results obtained through experimentation.
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II.
~

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

basal reader approach.

The basal reader approach

consists of a series of preprimers, primers, and readers,
usually from grades one through six, published by a single
publishing company.
The concept behind the basic reader is that children
must be taught to read by systematic lessons, gradually
increasing in difficulty, and that the best way to
present this material is in the form of carefully graded
readers (24:1).
!w!, experience approach.

The experience approach

emphasizes developing the ability to read by associating
verbal symbols with the familiar sounds and speech
accompanying the development of the experience (24:78).
Words are first presented to children through the use of
charts made up of words the children themselves use.

11

The

teacher develops the charts through discussion with the
children using the children's statements about their
experiences in so far as possible.

She transcribes these

statements to blackboard and then to chart" (24:78).

The

charts are then read by the children, and words from them
may be further reinforced through use in written lessons.
A basic vocabulary is established through the development
of further charts (17:121-155).

lli, topical 2.£ !Y!ll approach.

The unit approach may

be closely related to the experience approach.
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This plan is likely to be advocated by schools which
place a maximum of emphasis upon learning through
experience, differentiation of instruction to meet
individual needs, and the need for a rich program of
reading in connection with the center of interest of
the unit of work (24:81).
Units are organized around the children's interests
and reading is functionally integrated.
The study of subject matter in terms of curriculum.
units • • • has • • • altered methods of teaching
reading because these programs require more flexible
planning and time scheduling, and more diversified
use of material than the more formal type of subject
teaching. Reading activities are related to discussion,
exchange of ideas, reporting to the group, dramatizing,
putting on exhibits, playing games, expression in music,
arts and crafts, learning at firsthand throu~h visits
and explorations, talking and writing (13:18).
Variations£! approaches.

The approach consisting of

variations of the basal, the experience, and the topical
offers opportunity for more individual judgement on the part
of the teacher.

Use is often made of basal reading materials

as well as supplementary materials from other basal systems.
Frequently the teacher has chosen many preprimers
and primers to develop initial reading skills, using
her own judgement as to the sequence ,in which these
materials should be employed but by trial and success
working out a plan that was successful for her. Many
schools have provided the first grade teacher with set
after set of basal reading materials to be used to
supplement the adopted basal series. The common procedure has been to work through one preprimer after
another until the children could read fluently at the
preprimer level and then move on to the primer level
(24:83).
Some authorities advocate the use of the experience
approach and experience materials at all stages of development in the elementary school, in conjunction with a basal

4

reader approach (24:85).

The teacher may use the experience

approach in combination with the basal reader approach and
supplement both with topical or unit experiences in reading.
Individualized reading.

Individualized reading is a

program of instruction based on self-selection.

After the

children have acquired a basic sight vocabulary, they are
allowed, or guided, to choose various books for themselves
to read at their own pace.

Reading skills are taught

without the aid of the basal reader.
l!!!, textfilm. approach.

The textfilm approach

utilizes filmstrips as the basic material of instruction.
This is then supplemented by the use of a basic reader
which accompanies the textfilm.

CHAPTER II
INDIVIDUALIZED READING
I.

ATTITUDES TOWARD INDIVIDUALIZED READING

Individualized reading has been enthusiastically
received by many teachers, yet the following concepts about
what an individualized reading program is indicate variance:
Individualized reading is a way of thinking about
reading, an attitude toward the place of reading in the
total curriculum, toward the materials and methods used,
and toward the child's developmental needs (18:75).
A completely individualized reading situation is one
in which no two children in the class are reading the
same thing at the same time (11:115).
Individualized reading must also not be confused with
extensive reading or recreational reading although they
have some features in common. Practically all schools
have some kind of extensive or recreational reading
program, but these are generally adjuncts to the basic
reading program. Individualized reading is the basic
program because it not only includes the development of
skills, but provides directly for the enjoyment of
reading as well (18:76).
,
Individualized reading • • • provides the child with
an environment which stimulates exploration, with
opportunities for choosing materials which appeal to
him, and with guidance which permits him to develop at
his own rate (18:75-76).
For several decades there have been a number of
teachers and students of teaching methods who have felt
that the best way to get teachers to attend to individual
needs is to eliminate the "basal text 11 type of pro$ram
entirely and adopt an individualized program (8:84).

6

II.

CLASSROOM EXPERIMENTS IN
INDIVIDUALIZED READING

There are various ways to instrument an individualized
reading program.

Marcia McVey (21:307-308) tells of an

experiment in sixth grade with an individualized reading
program.

The teacher began the year with three reading

groups and one group who worked on an individual program
based on self-selection of reading materials.

For the first

few weeks the teacher worked with the last group much the
same as with a regular reading group.

In the group the

teacher discussed each child's interests, tested reading
ability, determined the children's grasp of ideas and their
ability to draw conclusions, and discussed specific books.
Gradually the nine children in the group began working on
self-selection of books available from their class library.
The teacher met frequently to check their use of phonetic
skills in silent reading.

Individual help with phonics was

given through the use of a prepared lesson as the child
showed difficulty.

The point was emphasized that individual

instruction was the same as that done formerly with reading
groups.

If common difficulties arose concerning vocabulary

development or recognition of root words, the children
formed a group no larger than three or four and the teacher
worked with them as often as they needed it.
child to finish a book gave a report.

The first

Oral reports were

7

given whenever one was ready, usually during the last ten
minutes of the fifty minute reading period.
averaged about two or three times a week.

This usually
In group meetings

the children suggested other ways to report.

Before long,

more children became interested in what these children were
doing and enthusiasm spread to the other groups.

Then, as

each group finished a unit in their reader, they were
allowed to become self-selectors.

At the time each child

began self-selection, he was given a composition book in
which he placed a record of his silent reading (title,
pages read, and words missed).

The teacher kept a record

of each child on an individual card.

It contained the title,

the date of each conference, and whether they discussed the
book or worked on development of skills.
with each child twice a week.

The teacher met

The rest of the time the

children read silently.
In evaluating the program many factors were emphasized.
The top readers did not just read easy books.

Tests at the

end of the year indicated that each top reader gained at
least one to two years' growth.

The slow readers were

reported to have changed their attitudes from negative
disinterest to genuine enjoyment.

Many of the children took

out public library cards and, according to the parents, read
more at home.

The most improvement was revealed in social

studies classes (21:308).
Crossley and Kniley (5:16-17) reported on another

8

experiment in individualized reading with twenty-one fourth
graders.

The two worked together one summer borrowing and

gathering books for a reading grade level of three and four.
A gummed binding pasted on the back of each book indicated,
by color key:

Literature, Basic, Science, Social Study.

Together they read the books and made 3 x 5 cards for each
book with the title, author, publisher, date, and illustrator.
In addition, they listed a minimum of five questions, at
least one of them inferential.

The page number of which the

answer could be found was placed beside the question to aid
the teacher in finding the answer quickly.

Each card ended

with a vocabulary list and an interesting expression.

The

child was expected to notice everything about the book.
The three by five cards reminded the teacher to do something
special with certain books, such as

11

Have the child read the

last two pages aloud for a punch line, II or
can you read on the inside covers?"

11

II

How many names

What did you notice

about the dedication?" or "Has the author written other
books?"

Each label was numbered, 2.2, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1, 4.2,

to indicate the grade level and difficulty of the book.
Some items which were reported to have been learned
incidentally were (1) all rights reserved, (2) copyright,

(3) number of printings, (4) date of publication, and (5)
the words~ and heroine became customarily used.

Under

this program each child read his basic reader first but at
his own speed.

Through the use of bulletin boards and

9

displays the child was constantly invited to read.

The

teacher checked the level of each child through the use of
an inventory test notebook devised by the teacher.

This was

a help to the teacher in guiding the child to appropriate
books.
The weekly reading pattern was reading one hour daily
and an individual conference with each child while the
class read or worked in notebooks or workbooks.
came for conference in alphabetical order.

The pupils

There was a

fifteen minute lesson each day, at which time the class had
word study, vocabulary building, and discussion of general
difficulties the teacher had observed from conferences
(5:18).
The progress of the children may be seen from the
following.

In September, 1957, there were 5 children above

grade level, 8 at grade level, and 8 below grade level.

By

June of 1958 there were 14 above grade level, 3 at grade
level, and 4 below grade level.

Individually, children who

made progress, progressed all the way from one year to 3 1/2
years (5:18).
Another experiment in individualized reading is
reported by Alton L. Safford (22:266).

The use of

individualized reading had gained momentum in the Los
Angeles county schools.

Workshops and institutes demon-

strating techniques and discussions of advantages and disadvantages had been held throughout the area.

Because a

10

number of teachers had adopted an individualized reading
program, Mr. Safford felt that this would be an ideal
situation in which to test the effectiveness of such a
program.
An unincorporated, middle upper-class residential

community in Los Angeles County was chosen as subject for
the investigation.

The area consisted of seventy-two

classroom teachers in four schools serving 2,485 pupils
from kindergarten through sixth grade.

A survey was made

to locate all classes which had been taught during the
preceding three years with an individualized program.

The

criteria for choosing the classrooms consisted of (1)
whether all children in the class had the opportunity to
select by and for themselves the books they wanted to read
during the reading period, (2) whether they read these books
by themselves as opposed to groups, and (3) whether children
of the class did read consistently in this individual
fashion, periodically, every day, all school year, a s ~
reading program (22:266-267).
Seven classes were selected from grades three, four,
five, and six.
183.

The total number of children involved was

The reading level w~s measured by the reading section

of the California Achievement Test, given in October to all
children of the district.
Individual growth of each child in the sample was
computed by subtracting the score made in October of
the year of the study from his corresponding score of

11
the following October as he entered the succeeding
grade (22:267).
Average or mean growth for the year was then computed
for each of the seven classes in the sample.

All evaluating

and identifying was done after the teaching and measurements
of instruction were completed.

The experiment was not meant

to be a "classical" one to determine what

11

might 11 happen

under certain prescribed circumstances, but rather as a
survey of what

11

did II happen with a given set of methods.

The "matched sets of classes" was rejected because it was
thought the very act of identifying, isolating, labeling, and
observing of teaching and testing would sufficiently change
the attitudes and efforts of both students and teachers.
The author does state that the mean I.Q. scores were compared
with the district mean of 117, making tenable the hypothesis
that these were rather typical of the district (22:267-268).
It was tentatively concluded that (1) for most pupils
in the seven classes, use of individualized reading
techniques resulted in lower gains in reading achievement
over a period of one calendar year than did other methods of
reading instruction currently being used in this district
and throughout the nation; (2) the use of self-selective
reading methods achieved no significantly different results
with the superior students than with average students; and
(3) the use of individual reading techniques resulted in no

significant difference in growth of reading vocabulary and
reading comprehension.

12

Mean growth increments were compared with national
and district norms.

None of the seven classes as a group

came close to the national norm gain of 1.0 years in total
reading achievement nor to the district's norm of 1.25.

It

was pointed out that the children had entered the classes
considerably above the national level.

A model gain of 1.0

or greater was made by 26.7 per cent of the children
(22:268).
Other studies conducted indicate good results under
an individualized reading program.

Jenkins (14:84-90) tells

of a successful program in second grade.

Detailed record

cards were kept by the teacher and daily reference to the
record was made.

Test results showed that self-selection

produced significantly greater gains than conventional
reading methods in areas of reading vocabulary, reading
comprehension, and total reading.
1.41 years.

The control group averaged

Total gains of more than 1.6 years were made

by 25 per cent of the control while 46 per cent of the
experimental group scored above 1.6 years.

It is emphasized

that the regular group, using the basal system, had access
to many books for recreational reading.

The study was

conducted for one year with a control group of four classes
operating under the usual basal reader system with ability
grouping and a group of four classes operating under selfselection.

The children were comparable in I.Q., mental

age, and socio-economic background.

The teachers were
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matched on the basis of training and experience.
Jenkins (14:89) discusses another experiment with
individualized reading:
An analysis of the results obtained from achievement tests administered to the two classes participating
in this program during the 1955-56 school year indicate
that the pupils made slightly though not significantly
more progress in skill development than pupils in the
regular program.

III.

INDIVIDUALIZED READING
IN THE FIRST GRADE

It should be most difficult to implement an individualized reading program in first grade because of the
immaturity of the children.

However, Harris (11:117) gives

an account of a method which can be used:
At the beginning of the year a readiness program is
continued from the kindergarten and experience stories
are gradually introduced with the whole class. When a
child displays readiness in such ways as scoring well
on a test, recognizing story words used in previous
stories, and showing interest in library books and in
the stories read by the teacher, he is allowed to start
a first preprimer. The teacher sits next to him for a
few minutes a day, discussing the pictures, telling the
words as needed, and listening to oral reading. One
child at a time is started in this way. The rest
continue meanwhile with readiness activities.
After several children have begun to read, the teacher
must organize centers of interest (painting, crayons, clay,
store, doll house).

The children may then choose an

activity for a particular period.

During the time these

independent activities are being pursued, the teacher calls
four children and seats them around her:
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While one child reads with her orally for about five
minutes, the other three read silently in their separate
stories. If a child needs help with a word he points
to it, and the teacher tells him the word without
interrupting the child who is reading orally. Each
group of four is with the teacher for about twenty
minutes; three or four such groups can be worked with
during a morning. In this way, each child gets to read
with the teacher two or three times a week. Those
doing readiness work have their regular turns, as well
as those already reading (11:117).
Following this the teacher does not have regular
sessions in the afternoon but may invite a few children to
return for an extra period after lunch.

This period can be

used for training in word attack skills, concept development,
extra individual help for some children, and so on.
Different children can be invited on different days.
reading activities, such as experience stories, may be
continued on a whole-class basis.

Other

CHAPTER III
THE NEWCASTLE APPROACH
I.

INTRODUCTION

A recent approach to reading is a visual-aids
approach using filmstrips as the basic material of instruction.

This method was developed by Glenn McCracken of New

Castle, Pennsylvania (24:84).

Under his supervision

preparations were made to provide the materials and
techniques necessary to implement the program.

The materials

included textfilms and a textfilm manual suggesting daily
teaching procedures.

The textfilm itself consisted of at

least one film for every reading lesson.

Basically, in this

method stories from a basic reader are introduced to the
class by use of a filmstrip.

The story 1s re-told on the

filmstrip with the words in different order and in condensed
form.

The child, therefore, cannot read the textbook by

simply memorizing sentences from the screen.

Textfilm

frames include condensed versions of the reading stories
appearing in books and all of the new vocabulary and readingskill exercises.

All initial teaching occurs at the projec-

tion screen where every lesson is seen as a large, lifelike
color image.
(20:545).

Books are used for extended practice only
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II.

A TYPICAL LESSON

A typical lesson might be taught as follows.

A film

version is shown first on the screen to the whole class.
The teacher and class work together discussing animatedly
everything on the screen.

They discuss the title, why

capital letters are used, and why the pictures are shown.
After this they examine each paragraph carefully and discuss
story content.
board.

The image may also be projected on a chalk-

This enables children to go to the screen and mark

on it with chalk, indicating initial, medial, and ending
sounds in words.

After working with the sounds and

pronouncing them, they practice reading the various sentences
which appear on the screen.

Following this initial intro-

duction and reinforcement, the children then read the story
from the accompanying basic reader.
This method has also been called the visual-phonics
method because of the value it is considered to have in
teaching phonics.

Pupils were reported to be so highly

motivated and absorbed 1n what they were doing when this
technique was used that lessons were carried on successfully for an hour in first grade.

As teachers realized the

effectiveness of this method, they began to incorporate
more phonics teaching.

III.

STATISTICAL OUTCOMES

After ten years under this program it is estimated
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that reading improved forty per cent (20:546).
Preliminary results indicate that children learn to
read with considerable ease through the use of this
material. For three years, beginning reading classes
have had no failures in reading, and all children
equaled or exceeded the standard of 1.9 of the Gates
Primary Reading Achievement Test by the end of each
May. The medians for the classes have consistently
been at or around the middle of the second grade
(24:84).
To further indicate the type of progress possible,
one example is cited.

Out of a classroom of thirty-five

children at the Arthur McGill School, New Castle, Pennsylvania, in the 1952-53 school year, 24 scored above 3.0 on
the primary reading test at the end of the first year.
scored between 2.48 and 2.91, and only 1 scored 2.08.
median I.Q. for the class was 108.

Ten
The

Three had an I.Q. above

125, and 8 had I.Q.'s below 100.

Nine of the children had

previously attended kindergarten.

It is emphasized that

32 children realized two or more years progress in eight
months.

The child who received the lowest reading grade

equivalent score, 2.08, had an I.Q. of 82.

The same class

was re-tested in second, third, and sixth grade.
ran as follows:

The scores

for grade two the median grade was 3.9, and

the child with an I.Q. of 82 scored 2.7, one month below the
national norm.

In grade three the class median was 5.1;

the child with the I.Q. of 82 scored 3.5, three months below
the national norm.

In grade six the class median was 8.4,

and the child with the 82 I.Q. this time scored within three

18
months of the national average (20:547).
Another school employing similar methods and
materials reported much the same results.

In one instance

where it was tried with 542 first graders, the slowest
child made a reading score of 1.7 after summer vacation.
This score was raised substantially in the second year of
filmstrip instruction (19:27).

CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF VARIOUS APPROACHES AND CONCLUSION
A discussion of the criticisms and commendations of
the various approaches to reading may help in understanding
the function and value of current specific experiments.
Opinions differ on significant matters.

This heightens the

importance of considered judgement by the teacher.

I.
~

EVALUATION OF VARIOUS APPROACHES
basal reader.

Advantages and disadvantages of

all approaches to the teaching of reading are cited by
critics, but none has perhaps received more than the basal
reader approach.

It is the writer's belief that it deserves

careful scrutiny because it is widely used.

It is estimated

that 99 per cent of all reading instruction is currently
based on the basal reader program (8:84).
Criticism of following single basal readers is that
they are planned for average conditions and do not meet the
needs of specific groups of children (24:6).

It is also

criticized for being too formal; for not growing out of the
experiences of children.

The content, especially of primers,

is felt to be monotonous and uninteresting.

Others criticize

its use in the intermediate grades because of the complexity
of the task and the lack of knowledge of essential skills.
The tasks set for lessons in content subjects require a
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variety of study and thinking abilities (6:22).

It has

been the writer's experience that differences in children
grow wider as the years progress, presenting the intermediate teacher with an even wider range of abilities and
skills than that found at the primary level.

One common

weakness in intermediate grade instruction is failure to
adjust to the reading needs of superior readers.

The usual

basal-reading instruction is much below the instructional
needs of superior readers (6:37).
Many advantages are cited for the basal reader
approach.

It is felt that people learn in planned

sequential steps, and that the basal reader offers this.
The advantages of such a system may be as follows:

(1)

carefully selected vocabulary, (2) material selected because
of its appeal to children, (3) excellent illustrations, and
(4) teaching aids including a manual, workbooks, charts,
word and phrase cards, and other supplementary material
(24:6).

Manuals of basal-reading systems are the best

source for discovering recommendations for skills to be
taught in each grade.

They contain word lists, word ele-

ments to be taught in the word-analysis program, silent and
oral abilities to be taught, and comprehension and recall
levels to be expected (6:23).
~

experience approach.

A broad advantage of the

experience approach is that it will give more value to the
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importance of reading as a function of life in our society
(3:50-102).

Reading and writing become important and under-

stood, rather than mechanical.

Better learning will result

if children's interests can be aroused.

Providing experi-

ences to which children can later relate printed symbols
increases their interest in the material to be read.

A

disadvantage is that it takes an exceptionally able teacher
to teach children to read in this informal manner.

Because

of the added amount of planning on the part of the teacher,
there is danger of omitting the teaching of important
reading skills.

It appears questionable whether or not

teachers can reasonably provide all of the experiences
necessary and still challenge each child.
~

topical approach.

Advantages and disadvantages

of the topical approach are similar to those expressed for
the experience approach.

Reading correlated with units of

study in science or social studies has high interest and
more meaning for children.

Use of this approach can serve

as a real challenge to children high in reading ability
(24:81).

It is difficult to organize, requiring a great

deal of effort on the part of the teacher to plan such a
program and provide materials so that children may learn the
essential skills.

Another difficulty encountered by the

writer is finding books for slow readers which are related
to the topic.

22

Variations Q!. other approaches.

The approach which

combines features of the basal reader, the experience, and
the topical approach is often highly recommended.

It is

felt that by utilizing the best features of the three, high
interest and learning will result without loss of sequential
development in the basic skills.

A disadvantage might be

that if several series of basic readers are adopted and the
children forced to read all the preprimers, primers, etc.,
before moving ahead, the top readers will be held back •
.Another danger might be in the temptation to "throw in 11 an
experience chart without thought or regard for the fact that
the experience and topical approach~ should have an
orderly arrangement.
~

individualized approach.

The individualized

reading approach has appealing features:

(l) Individual

conferences, properly conducted have great motivating-and--especially for the sensitive slow-learner, therapeutic
values, as has long been known; (2) Individual conferences
tend to give real insight into a child's abilities,
difficulties, and needs both natural and necessary.

It

makes the teacher "keep his eyes and ears openrr; and (3)
The individualized program tends to reduce what Mr. Frank
G. Jennings (8:85) has aptly described as the "patina of
requiredness 11 found in so much of what school has to offer.
The experiments in individualized reading seem to be
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in direct response to weaknesses in the basal reader.
Attention is focused on the individual child, on presenting
reading so as to make it desirable to him and adapted to his
abilities.

One teacher expresses her feeling about the

basal reader approach in the form of a warning:
The next time you as a teacher read with a reading
group, take the time to look at what the other children
are doing while one child reads aloud. Chances are
that one is reading ahead in the book, a few are reading
in place, and a couple are thinking about the next
recess (21:307-309).
Betts (2:565) believes there are five merits of
individualized reading:

(l) Self-selection; there is high

merit when self-selection is utilized through appropriate
class and group planning; (2) Individual development; with
guidance, reading development can be paced to the child's
abilities; (3) Individual attention; (4) Learner needs; the
teacher can give attention to specific needs; and (5)
Library facilities; it focuses attention on the need for
many books.
Many reports of the individualized reading program
in action are favorable.

It is liked by teachers because

it is fun to teach something enjoyable to the children.
When asked to evaluate the reading program after operating
under an individualized plan for a year, the comments made
most by one group of children were they were not held back
by slow readers and they liked the conferences (21:307-309).
However, as Safford's (22:266-268) report would seem
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to indicate, the evidence favoring complete adoption of an
individualized program is far from conclusive.

Teachers

who tried individualized reading expressed the view that
the greatest loss was in the sharing of common ideas and
experiences.

This approach has also been criticized for

not being compatible with the psychology of learning.
11

Does the learning process rest solely upon existing

interests" (15:96-98)?

The teacher is expected to extend

and develop new interests.

Individualized reading makes

little or no provision for readiness (15:96-98).

No effort

is made in advance to determine or develop readiness for
reading.

A third weakness may be that guidance follows the

reading.

The learner is not too aware of his goal in

reading his specific book, yet it is felt that this 1s
important if the child is to acquire understanding.

It is

considered doubtful as to how effective the teaching of
skills 1s without advance preparation.

It is also difficult

for the teacher to know hundreds of books so well that she
is able to discuss more than just the surface details of
the story (15:96-98).

It is the writer's belief that most

of these goals could be achieved under a well planned
individualized program.

If the teacher carefully selected

~a wide range of books and kept close account of each pupil's
progress, she could plan ahead of time.

Vocabulary and

skill development would receive systematic attention if
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special time involving the whole class or a small group
were spent daily.
~

textfilm approach.

textfilm approach favorably.

All reports spoke of the
Wherever it has been used,

most striking results have been attained with the slow
reader.

Some expected weaknesses were that the fast

reader would be held back by having to work with the whole
class or that the children would become bored with lengthy
lessons.

Results seem to indicate the opposite (20:547).

More research using this method would give additional
basis for comparison.

II.

CONCLUSION

The primary factor in a successful approach to the
teaching of reading is the teacher and the way she makes
the function of reading meaningful to the child.

In every

approach, participation of the child emerges as one of its
best features.

One reason the textfilm approach appears to

achieve such outstanding results might be that not only
are the mechanical aspects of reading discussed, but the
meaning of the pictures and story is discussed J2l.
children.

~

Under a successful individualized plan, although

it is very different from the textfilm approach, the
children themselves have the opportunity to discuss the
story and participate in it both individually and through
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reports presented to the whole class.

Basal reader manuals,

at all levels, emphasize that a meaningful approach provides
activities, related to the stories, in which the children
can participate.

The experience approach is utilized along

with the basal reader to give meaning to the story, give the
child a chance to participate, and give expression.

The

topical approach allows the child to use reading as a tool
in order to participate actively in discussions, dramatizations, presentation of reports, etc.
A second factor is that each approach discussed in
this study borrows the
make it better.

tt

best tt features from the other to

Each, in order to be successful, emphasizes

the importance of sequential development of skills, the
importance of other related experiences and activities, and
the importance of self-selection or taste in literature.
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